
Club Leadership and Schedulers, 
 
Now that the Scheduling Meetings and Online Process have passed, we wanted to send you a follow up
message regarding the next steps and expectations of schedulers. 

1. Access for Entering Games: If you are expected to enter games into the NCJLA website as a
scheduler you will need to have completed the NCJLA Schedulers Test and signed the Non-
Disclosure Agreement. The link to complete that is HERE. Please do not wait to complete this task.
 
2. Non-Disclosure Agreement: We expect that all schedulers and club leadership that can access
other scheduler’s contact information will abide by the NCJLA Non-Disclosure Agreement. This
contact information should only be used for NCJLA activities. Please do not use this information
for activities other than NCJLA game scheduling unless you get prior consent of that scheduler to do
so.  
 
3. Contact Information for Schedulers: Once a scheduler has completed training and signed the
Non-disclosure Agreement, they will be able to access the 2020 Scheduler’s Contact List under the
Club Administrators tab on www.ncjla.org 
 
4. Next Steps for those who have completed scheduling for their teams: 

1. Review for any conflicts with fields or times 
2. Confirm the exact field name/ subsite name and time for the game (Use Arbiter Template
attached to find your EXACT field name and sub-site name) 
3. Enter the game into the NCJLA system (Due by Jan 19th) 

1. SPELLING COUNTS! Use exact team name and field names/sub-site name or it
will be kicked back when the schedule is scrubbed for errors. *May be a few days
after, do not make duplicate work for yourself. 
2. Boys Games: No need to send a pre-confirmation email to the club, the NCJLA
system will generate. Opposing teams will log into NCJLA system and click
confirmed, then the game will show as confirmed for both teams. 
3. Girls Games: ONLY email the teams that will be playing in a round robin a pre-
confirmation email that contains: 1) the field name/sub-site name 2) CITY name 3)
Proper names of the teams that will be playing ex: Girls 14Ub veteran 4) the times
that each game of the round robin will start 5) the order of the games and who will
be entering it into the NCJLA website. 

5. Expectations of Schedulers: 
1. The NCJLA does not expect that scheduling should require schedulers to duplicate work
done during the December meetings after the fact. 
If a change/addition/cancellation can be accommodated without effecting other teams then
schedulers should consider it. 
2. Reasons to change a game agreed upon during December Meetings: 

1. Fields no longer available- common courtesy to provide copy of permit denied or
the email indicating the change to opposing team. 



2. Adding a new team 
3. No longer able to field team- roster or coach issue 

3. Reasons to consider denying a request to change or add a game: 
1. Club or team did not participate in NCJLA scheduling programs or meetings and
therefor was not able to be included.  

4. Options for those that cannot accommodate a change, addition or cancellation: 
1. Teams that cannot accommodate the change/addition/cancellation can request a
waiver for required opponents or game counts so that they qualify for NCJLA events
and can be ranked. Email execdirector@ncjla.org.  
2. Rationale: Schedulers devote considerable time to prepare for the meeting and
making changes after the fact to accommodate a team would cause a ripple effect
of changes to be made to other teams that did attend the meetings.
 

If your scheduler needs help with any of the tasks listed above please reach out to the NCJLA Boys and
Girls Directors and Commissioners.
 
A list of their email addresses HERE.
 
If you have specific feedback regarding the scheduling process, timelines or expectations please email
execdirector@ncjla.org. Your feedback is very important to us.

 
Sincerely
Laura Jennings
Executive Director
NCJLA
execdirector@ncjla.org
 


